NetLab Workshops on Web Archiving
Do you work with web material in your research? Do you need to archive web material to preserve
your research object? Or do you wish to use material that has previously been online, but is now
only available in a web archive?
Perhaps you are doing research into history or society, and are working with an event that has
been intensively covered online? Maybe you are researching online fan culture? Or online works of
art? Perhaps you are researching language use in Internet forums? Maybe you are studying social
media, and are interested in finding out how to archive that type of data? Perhaps you want to save
parts of a website, so that, for one reason or another, you can study it and document your
observations?
If so, NetLab’s research workshop on web archiving will be useful for you. The purpose of the
workshop is to give you an introduction to working with archived web material in research,
including:


Insight into the challenges of working with archived web materials as research objects.



A presentation of the various ways you can archive web material yourself – and hands-on
experience of using various tools.



Knowledge of existing web archives, and of how these can be used in research.

Structure
NetLab’s workshops on web archiving consist of three modules, and last for a total of six hours.
Module 1: An introduction to archived web, how it differs from “live online” web content, and some
of the research possibilities unique to these types of data.
Module 2: A quick overview introduction to existing archives with a few primary examples, and
references for finding more.
Module 3: A hands-on session where workshop participants experiment with archiving web
content themselves. The workshop instructors will provide help and advice. Participants are
welcome to work individually or in teams. Some examples may be taken up for plenum
demonstrations.
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General information
NetLab’s Workshops on Web Archiving are arranged on a running basis and as our capacity
allows.
A minimum of six participants must be signing up before a workshop may be arranged, so this is
an opportunity for researchers and PhD students with shared or similar research fields to join
forces in order to get new analytical and methodological inputs.
When a sufficient number of participants are met, the exact time and place of the workshop will be
negotiated. The workshop will be held at the most convenient venue for the researchers – usually
their workplace – and food, drink, and lunch will be provided by NetLab.
Room reservations and food orders will be handled by the researchers who requested the
workshop.
A workshop for researchers can later be complemented by a workshop for your students, so that
you can apply these methods in your teaching.
If you are interested in having a workshop arranged, please contact us using: info@netlab.dk

Prices and conditions
NetLab is a research infrastructure for the study of internet materials within the national
collaboration DIGHUMLAB.
NetLab’s workshops are arranged free of charge for researchers, PhD students, librarians and
curators at partner institutions in the DIGHUMLAB initiative,
The Royal Danish Library, and the humanities faculties at: University of Copenhagen, Aarhus
University, Aalborg University, and University of Southern Denmark.
A detailed description of our terms of service may be found here: NetLab Terms of Service.
NetLab’s workshops and other services are also available to participants and institutions outside
the DIGHUMLAB initiative, please refer to our price list.
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